Yamato damashu in this quotation is used in the same meaning as in the Tales o f Lrenji and the Great Mirror. It means good-sense or worldly wisdom, which is quite different from what it has meant since the Meiji era. The modern meaning developed after the middle of the i^cto period and many will be surprised to learn that the word formerly meant something else. From this it can be seen how the concept of national character " has also been formed historically.
Our recorded history is less than two thousand years, but our history as a race is much longer ; and our national character， which began to take shape in the prehistoric period，has been formed during several thousand years，and will not perish in a brief space of time. It may change，but it will do so very slowly; so slowly that sometimes it may be thought to be unchangeable. However, it does，in fact, change. Therefore， NA TIO N AL CH ARA CT ER AN D R E LIG IO N I cannot use the word " national character " unconditionally because，if 丄 did，it would have no meaning.
Japan's Racial R eligion
Today， I am going to speak about how our national character appears ; how it has developed in our racial religion; what kind of changes were made when higner religions were introduced into this country; and what characteristics were prominent after they were received ? Shinto^7，the racial religion of Japan， is based on shamanism, a primitive religion that spread not only over the Japanese archipelago but over the wide area from Liberia on the north to the islands of south-east Asia. Etymologically the word shaman is from the Tungusic language and means " jumper " or " dancer.， ， Necromancers {miko)b and sibyls {ichiROf are the equivalents of shaman. When they are possessed by kami*, they transmit the divine will. This occurs even today, as can be seen in such religion as Tenri-kyo^，which often employes dances， chants, and incantations to induce possession.
Shinto is closely related to Japanese mythology， including the state myth ; and the establishment of the state related in that myth is closely connected with the Imperial Family.
Herein lies the special character of Shinto.1 he myth which tells about the Imperial ancestors is also associated with the myth of the origin of the universe "， that is，Japan, fhis form of myth is peculiar to Japan.
In this myth Izanagド and Izanami ダ gave birth to Oyashimaひ
NATIONAL CHARACTER AND RELIGION
('' The Great Eight Is la n d s ， ， ） ，t h a t is, Japan, and then to the kami of water, wood, and fire. When the goddess Izanami died after being burned by the kami of fire, Izanagi, having returned after following her to the realm of the dead, washed himself and in the process gave birth to the Sun Goddess (Ama-terasu-6-mikami),° the Moon kami (Tsuki-yomi-nomikoto) み and the Storm kami (Susano-o-no-mikoto) As we have already noted，Buddhism in the Nara period emphasized the protection of the state and，though the charac first, the favor of heaven and earth ; second，the favor of the king ; third，parental favor ; and fourth，the favor of the people.
To know these is humanity and being unaware of them is to be a brute. Among them the favor of the king holds first place. This idea of the four favors is found in a sutra called D aijo Honjo Shinjikan-gyd^ but according to scholars, 
Ancestor Worship
An important matter here in this country is ancestor worship.
To a certain extent this was influenced by Confucianism，but Turning now to the relation between the conception of kami in Shinto and the introduction of Buddhism, in the Japanese racial religion the kami are not separate existences from men.
For instance，it is an ancient custom to enshrine those who have rendered service to the state，the village，or the family.
The kami are considered to have the same nature as men，but higher and greater than ordinary men， Hence, the conception of kami is quite different from that of the Christian God. The idea of the Emperor being a kami is quite strange in the eyes of Westerners ; but according to our racial tradition it is natural because a kami is merely a higher and greater human being,
and that is what is meant when we say that the Emperor is a kami； But naturally this conception of kami restricts the reception of higher world religions in this country.
Buddha is a man who attained enlightenment^ which is something that man can attain. The Buddha concept, therefore, is different from that of the Christian God，although, the Buddha Ami dain Pure Land (Jodo) Buddhism, has characteristics similar to the Christian God. Generally speaking, however，the term Buaaha is applied to those who have attained enlightment，and this way of thinking can easily be assimilated Christianity is a teaching to save mankind. In Chris tianity there is truth. However, it was introduced into Japan by foreign countries along with many things which were difficult for our countrymen to accept. Let us not 終 Note : 丄 ne above manuscript was transcribed from tapes loaned by the Japan Broadcasting Corporation, translated, edited, submitted to the author for correction, and then re-edited. When-ever possible expressions preferred by the author have been retained in the final draft. Editor.
